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About This Game

In a different dimension, there was a band that perfected the art of music. That band was known as DC Wonder. As a reward
for their success, they were granted the powers of their favorite warriors by the Muses; the Goddesses of Music. Full of

excitement, the members of DC Wonder decide to organize a friendly tournament to test their new gifts. However, the rise of
their fame created jealousy in the previous top musician of their world; Dustin. But his despair does not last, for Eris; Goddess

of chaos has summoned Nemesis; the Goddess of vengeance and convinced her to grant him a power as well. With his new
abilities, Dustin captures the band, and scatters them across the world to keep them apart. Will he succeed in breaking up the

band? Fight your way to the top and defeat Dustin to put him in his place! Claim three championship badges in a row to appease
the Goddesses of Wildlife, Beauty, and Fate to recruit new warriors!

- 6 Playable characters available & 3 hidden characters to unlock.
- A total of 12 stages to play on, with original music composed by the DC Wonder band.

- Tournament-style arcade mode.
- Compatible with USB controllers.

- Online Multiplayer in testing.
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Last boss is too simple and boring.. This is the hardest shooter in the entire pack. Your lives each level are split into a number of
dolls that you have to buy after each level. The number of items collected in the last level determines the amount of lives you
can buy for the next.
My fingers shall bleed trying to master this. Way too buggy for this price. If it were in early access, maybe: I can see it
becoming a fun colony sim, but at the moment the controls are clunky with not enough power to fix that, and the menus are too
buggy to be comfortable using.. Broken. A lot of the game could work well, but it is fundamentally broken. At the end of the
turn, it gives the cult rewards that should go to you to the person who now has your place in the turn order; so, if I was third last
turn, my income for the next turn goes to whoever is third in that turn. You can't play a Eurogame where your economy building
ends up being income for a random competitor. Awful and unplayable right now.. This is a very well designed exploratory
adventure for all ages, with a nostalgic feel, but enough challenge to keep adults entertained for hours. It skirts the line between
a point-and-click adventure and a platformer, and has plenty of collectibles and challenging achievements.. Legit work in
progress! Now that streaming has been implemented and released into the retail PlayClaw there will be much more
improvements etc..

This Dev or Dev team is very active in the steam community forums and is really nice person.

Hi5 to the makers and publishers of PlayClaw and Dev team!

What to let folks know that there computer setup may effect PlayClaw Positively or Negitively so keep that in mind. If you
having bad frame drops etc.. might be a bottle neck a number of things generally HD can be CPU or GPU or not enough ram
etc.. do your research!

Download install and launch PlawClaw and easy to configure, to configure for twitch streaming goto your twitch.tv/dyingjedi
account and then on the left when logged in click dashboard, then clisk streaming key then click the link that says reveal
streaming key and attach that to the PlayClaw and your all set back out with it enabled and your closes servers and Walla your
ready to stream!

Overlays are fun and going to be re-worked and your gonna have cool changes here shortly but as of this release they are useful
and fully function without issues so far.

Justin Cram
DyingJedi :d2involker:. This game should be judged as a Standalone DLC to Trials Fusion.

Gameplay wise it is basically a collection of Skill Games from Trials Fusion, with a couple of normal "bike" tracks.

First playthrough of the game for most people would probably be about 3-4 hours.

This game, as with all other trials, has leaderboards, and that is where the replay value comes in if you are a competitive person.
Look to my "total time played" to see how much value I personally have gotten out of the game.

Keep in mind that because this should be considered a standalone DLC, There is no multiplayer or user created tracks. That part
of the game is still on Trials Fusion. This was done on purpose as stated by developers in order to not uneccessarily split the
community across 2 different Track Centrals. So if you want multiplayer or custom maps, then you should buy and play trials
fusion. If you want a collection of skill games with a storyline, then buy this.

Just to make my point as clear as possible. For any of you that played Halo 3 and Halo 3: ODST. This game is Halo 3: ODST.
AKA, New campaign, but if you want to play multiplayer, you are still playing Halo 3 (Trials Fusion).
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I've noticed that in the PC gaming community, any game ported over from android is generally disdained as beneath them right
from the game's inception. Iesabel was another perfect example of this. Games ported from android are shorter, smaller, and
simpler, but that doesn't mean that they can't be fun and provide a few hours of enjoyment. I enjoyed this game all the way from
the finish. It was far from perfect and had some texture glitches, (nothing game breaking), but the story and soundtrack were
good, the combat system simple, the controls spot on, the landscapes beautiful, and the enemy variety interesting. It's basically a
budget elderscrolls. Some of the keys can be rebound, but not all of them and that was a big negative for me. Other than that,
there's not very much to complain about here for the price.. I really enjoyed this TD. It had everything I look for in a TD.

PROS:
-wasn't expensive
-multiple types of towers (physical, plasma, slowing, boosters, etc)
-big trees of upgrades
-I could see it having some replay value after beating it when you're bored
-took about 20 hours to unlock 100%
-good variety of enemies
-has bosses at the end of each world (8 worlds, 5 levels each)

CONS:
-getting some upgrades can feel grindy towards the end
-they could have fit some more achivements in here considering some of the things that you have to accomplish
-(this could be a PRO for you, but around mid, mid-late game, there is a sudden huge upswing of difficulty).
Myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy maaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaan. This game is suprisingly hilarious and has super solid/fun
gameplay; i don't know what more you can expect from a game. If you like speedrunning, platformers, puzzles, or any
combination therin, buy it, yo.. Flat Path is a great simple puzzle game that isn't trying to be something it's not.
If you have some time to kill, this is a perfect little game to keep you busy.
. The first time I played as PBG is the first time I won ranked.
Peanutbutter\/10. I good RTS game. The mouse controls are alright and I haven't seen all the features. Seems good so far. On a
larger scale than some rts games, but not huge (Unlike SupCom or Planetary annihilation) which means you won't have much
trouble managing your troops. Good selection of units that aren't boring. The graphics and animations aren't great, but i don't
give a crap about that and considering the large amount of content having low graphics barely makes a difference. Worth the
$15 and definetly buy it if it's on sale.
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